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"An eclectic original."—Peter Reading in the Times Literary Supplement
 
"For many years, Anthony Howell has been unspooling his mad and lovely poems in England, yet has
somehow managed to be not famous. . . . Meanwhile, welcome to the wide, wild world of Britain's best kept
secret."—John Ashbery
 
All the sweat of working be to set things up back home,
But it's more than fifty year, and me still on the roam.
 
Man, it's just the women here who make we feel alive:
Had I share of them since the day me arrive.
 
Ain't they lain beside we, the smooth night long?
Sweet Thames, run softly, till me end I song.
 
The centerpiece of Silent Highway celebrates the role of the river Thames in the life of London. It is written
as a sequence that looks at history and the present: from Pocahontas's voyage to the arrival of the Windrush
bringing immigrants from Jamaica, the mysterious death of Roberto Calvi and the Marchioness disaster, via
the Fire of London and many incidents in which the river has been spectator or participant. Anthony
Howell's mix of verse styles and skill with cameos ensures that interest never flags.
 
In other poems he demonstrates his pleasure in avoiding the predictable and in writing on a wide variety of
subjects. Among the many poems of place, in which he excels, are some disturbing descriptions of modern
Britain; in the final section, poems inspired by a winter spent in Brazil, he has surprises in store.
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From reader reviews:

Daryl Biddle:

Book is usually written, printed, or descriptive for everything. You can know everything you want by a e-
book. Book has a different type. As we know that book is important thing to bring us around the world.
Adjacent to that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A guide Silent Highway will make you to
possibly be smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you
think which open or reading the book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they may be
thought like that? Have you in search of best book or suited book with you?

Timothy Bullock:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
thus. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new facts.
When you read a guide you will get new information mainly because book is one of various ways to share
the information or even their idea. Second, reading a book will make a person more imaginative. When you
examining a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring that you imagine the story how the
character types do it anything. Third, you could share your knowledge to some others. When you read this
Silent Highway, you could tells your family, friends and also soon about yours reserve. Your knowledge can
inspire the mediocre, make them reading a e-book.

Linda Cooper:

The book with title Silent Highway includes a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of
advantage after read this book. That book exist new knowledge the information that exist in this guide
represented the condition of the world at this point. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. That book will bring you with new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book on the smart phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Donna Wright:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray anyone, why because this Silent Highway book written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who read the book.
Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate your
personal hunger then you still doubt Silent Highway as good book not merely by the cover but also by
content. This is one publication that can break don't ascertain book by its handle, so do you still needing yet
another sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already said so why you have to
listening to yet another sixth sense.
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